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Diversity Network Accreditation – Distinction Case Study 

 

Distinction - Liverpool Mutual Homes strategy to address 

worklessness 

Organisation - Liverpool Mutual Homes 

Project/Initiative - VIP Programme 

 

Aim and objectives 

LMH’s aim is to 'to have Pride in our homes and be Proud of our 

neighbourhoods'. Its mission is to create homes, communities and 

neighbourhoods where: 

 People choose to live 

 Customers receive the highest possible quality of services with the 

resources available 

 Families and individuals can thrive and prosper 

We want our customers to enjoy their homes without living in poverty and in 

order to support tenants to achieve this we want to support them in raising 

the financial income within the household and support tenants to obtain and 

maintain sustainable employment opportunities. One of the initiatives that 

LMH created was the VIP (Volunteers into Placement programme.) The aim of 

the programme is to empower our tenants to achieve their goals and support 

them in increasing self esteem, confidence and impacting positively on their 

physical, emotional and mental wellbeing whilst tackling unemployment at the 

same time. 
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The VIP programme will run for a period of 2 years engaging with 2 cohorts of 

tenants. Each cohort will be a group size of 30-40 participants. The project aim 

is to support tenants to overcome any barriers they may face in order to help 

them move back into education, employment or training. Each cohort 

completes a programme lasting 6 to 12 months. Each VIP completes a 10-12 

week personal and social development course enhancing key employability 

skills, looking in-depth at recruitment styles, preparation, budget and finance 

skills, Health and Safety and First Aid and much more. VIP’s are also assigned 

an individual staff mentor to give them on going one to one support as well as 

continual pastoral support from the VIP coordinator.  

 

The Group mentoring on preparing for problems at work, stress management, 

work life balance, taking control and change management was delivered by 

HDN. 

 

All VIP’s then complete a 10 week voluntary work experience placement 

within a sector of their choice, having the opportunity to gain and experience 

tangible practical and transferrable skills. All travel expenses/childcare expenses 

and training costs are funded directly by LMH for the first 2 stages of 

programme. At the final stage 20 participants then continue onto a 6 month 

fixed term contract on a 16 hour contract and are paid the living wage whilst 

completing a relevant NVQ level 2 qualification. Salary costs are covered by 

LMH and most VIP’s are seconded out to external placements.  
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The journey so far  

 

The VIP programme was rolled out in January 2015 with the theme ‘New Year 

- New Job’ and engaged with a group of 22 tenants and 12 non LMH tenants 

who live within our communities. The group was diverse with ages ranging 

from 17-61 years of age and an average of 25% BME representation. The 

average length of time of unemployment within the group was 9 years.  

 

Our eligibility criteria for participants was as follows: 

 Been out of work for over six months 

 Aged 18 and over 

 Tenant of an LMH home (other candidates will be considered but LMH 

tenants will be a priority) 

 Living with a tenant of an LMH home as a family member 

 Be willing and want to participate - it is not mandatory  

 Ideally live in one of the following Liverpool City Council wards: 

- Princess Park 

- Riverside 

- Clubmoor 

- Kirkdale 

- Everton 

 

The outcomes have been outstanding and the journey of participants has been 

inspirational. We started with a group of 34 participants and so far 25 have 

progressed into employment and further training opportunities. Two members 
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of the group left to have a baby but will re-engage at a further date in addition 

to two other participants who felt it wasn’t the right time for them. The 

remaining participants felt that the programme had highlighted the additional 

barriers that they need to overcome in order to progress into employment 

and they are receiving continual support from the LMIW (Liverpool Mutual 

Into Work) initiative. We held a graduation event at Goodison Park to 

showcase and celebrate the achievements of individuals and the group. We 

also developed key partnerships with the Housing Diversity Network who 

coordinated the mentoring on the project as well as Merseytravel, who 

through their Bike Right scheme provided 8 group members with a bike and 

safety equipment so they can cycle to their placements. LMH also supported 

participants with back to work bursaries so new work clothing could be 

purchased.  

 

The work placements were diverse and we have successfully supported paid 

opportunities within LMH, Housing Maintenance Solutions, the Belvidere 

Centre, Bradbury Fields, Age Concern, Everton in the Community, local 

primary schools and children centres and we have continual interest from 

other employers across the city. 

 

We are currently recruiting for our 2nd cohort and have 12 tenants signed up 

so far with delivery planned for mid-September 2015.  

 

Author: Danielle Azanuwha, LMH 

 


